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Abstract

In Mandarin Chinese, abbreviation happens commonly to
compound words across different syntactic categories. What
is the motivation behind this shortening of words? This pa-
per presents an investigation of this phenomenon from an
information-theoretic point of view. A corpus study was con-
ducted to measure the average amount of information con-
tained in the full (long) form and the abbreviated (short) form
of words given certain contexts. The amount of information
was then compared between the long and short forms of a
word, revealing that the short one usually contains less infor-
mation, and therefore is more likely to be used in more pre-
dictive contexts. This result indicates that speakers of Chinese
can choose to use shorter words when the context is more pre-
dictive, in accordance with considerations of efficiency.

Introduction
People use language to transfer information. In the past
two decades, language scientists have been researching the
(in)efficiency of natural languages at achieving this goal
at various levels, including phonology (Goldsmith, 2002;
Cohen Priva, 2015), morphology (Dye, Milin, Futrell, &
Ramscar, 2018; Rathi, Hahn, & Futrell, 2022), the lexicon
(Piantadosi, Tily, & Gibson, 2011; Mahowald, Fedorenko, Pi-
antadosi, & Gibson, 2013; Pimentel, Nikkarinen, Mahowald,
Cotterell, & Blasi, 2021; Mahowald, Dautriche, Braginsky,
& Gibson, 2022; Bentz, Alikaniotis, Cysouw, & Ferrer-i-
Cancho, 2017), syntax (Levy & Jaeger, 2007; Futrell, Ma-
howald, & Gibson, 2015; Hahn, Jurafsky, & Futrell, 2020;
Gibson et al., 2019; Ferreira, 2008; Kurumada & Jaeger,
2015), and more. Among them, many researchers proposed
different ways to predict word length in language use, with
the idea that longer words require more effort to produce.
As one of the earliest attempts at answering this question,
Zipf (1949) proposed using word frequency as a predictor.
Half a century later, Piantadosi et al. (2011) showed that av-
erage information content of a word is more effective than
frequency at predicting word length: more informative words
are longer. This finding suggested that human lexicons are
coded in an information-theoretically efficient way to con-
vey meaning: more informative content gets encoded more
robustly. Mahowald et al. (2013) looked into the use of En-
glish nouns specifically and found that speakers choose to use
shorter words in more predictive contexts, which provided
more evidence supporting the claim made by Piantadosi et
al. (2011): the less information content a word holds, the
shorter it is likely to be. Kachakeche, Scontras, and Futrell
(2022) conducted similar research on vowel dropping phe-
nomenon in Arabizi, an emerging writing system for Arabic
speakers using Roman characters; the authors found similar

results supporting the claim. Here we ask whether similar
pressures apply in Mandarin Chinese.

In Chinese, each character represents approximately one
morpheme. Many words are elastic, meaning that they can
be expressed either by a short form or a long form (Duanmu,
1997; Duanmu & Dong, 2016). Li, van Deemter, Paperno,
and Fan (2019) applied the method of Mahowald et al. (2013)
and conducted a corpus study on such words. Specifically,
they investigated 442 monosyllabic–disyllabic word pairs
(e.g., 虎 hǔ vs. 老虎 lǎohǔ ‘tiger’) and showed that the
short (monosyllabic) forms carry less information than the
long (disyllabic) forms. While this result suggests that Chi-
nese word length may be influenced by information content,
prosody is another factor that influences the choice between
monosyllabic–disyllabic word pairs (Duanmu, Feng, Dong,
& Zhang, 2018; Duanmu, 2012; Dong, 2015). One way to
minimize the potential influence of prosody is by examining
non-monosyllabic word pairs instead.

Table 1 contains some examples of non-monosyllabic word
pairs. The full forms consist of more than two units, and the
abbreviations are all disyllabic, created by selecting one char-
acter from each unit in the full form. Unlike English, Chi-
nese does not have an alphabet, nor does it insert spaces in
between words in writing, so it does not have a consistent
way of shortening phrases by generating acronyms like NBA
(National Basketball Association) or WTO (World Trade Or-
ganization) in English. In addition, abbreviation can be am-
biguous because a morpheme may have more than one mean-
ing, so that different words containing overlapping characters
may be abbreviated to the same form. For instance, 文管
wénguǎn can be the abbreviation for both文化管理 wénhuà
guǎnlı̌ “cultural management” and 文物管理 wénwù guǎnlı̌
“cultural relic management”. The good news is that such am-
biguity can often be resolved given the appropriate context.
When the intended meaning is clear given the context, speak-
ers should be able to use a less effortful abbreviation, rather
than the full form, without worrying about confusing the lis-
tener.

If this relationship between contextual predictability and

Word type Full form Abbreviation English meaning
N + N 上海博物馆 上博 Shanghai Museum

Adj + N 高速铁路 高铁 high-speed railway
V + N 断绝外交关系 断交 sever diplomatic relations
V + V 禁止使用 禁用 forbid to use

Adv + V 完全封锁 完封 completely lockdown

Table 1: Examples of abbreviations in Chinese. All examples
are chosen from the materials used in this study.
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shortening holds, then the finding of the corpus study in
Mahowald et al. (2013) should generalize to Chinese: the un-
abbreviated (long) form of a word should contain more infor-
mation than its abbreviated (short) counterpart in the contexts
where it is used. As information content of a word can be
measured by its surprisal—that is, the negative log probabil-
ity of the word given context (Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008; Hale,
2016)—we can test whether word length in Chinese abbrevi-
ation alternations can also be predicted by surprisal by mea-
suring the average surprisal of the short and long forms of a
word in a corpus and comparing them (Piantadosi et al., 2011;
Mahowald et al., 2013).

Research questions

To see whether considerations of efficiency influence abbre-
viation decisions in Chinese, we explore whether speakers of
Chinese tend to use the abbreviated (short) form of a word
more than its full (long) form when the context makes the
word more predictable. To investigate this question, the pre-
dictability of both forms represented by their average sur-
prisals will be calculated and compared. Our hypothesis is
that long forms are less predictable; in other words, long
forms contain more information than their short counterparts.

Method
In order to get the data that is necessary for answering the
above research question, we need short and long word pairs
that can be used interchangeably to express a single concept,
as well as a large Chinese corpus where those word pairs ap-
pear in context. In addition, a Chinese language model is
needed to calculate the surprisal of those short and long forms
given the contexts they appear in. In our data analysis, we will
use the average estimated surprisal of the concept as the inde-
pendent variable, its word length (short vs. long) as the cate-
gorical dependent variable, and see if surprisal can be used to
predict word length.

Materials

Word pairs The short and long word pairs come from
the Chinese abbreviation dataset built by Y. Zhang and Sun
(2018). The dataset contains over 7,000 pairs of Chinese
words and their corresponding abbreviations. Only a portion
of the pairs were kept after a screening process, which will be
described in more detail below.

Corpus The corpus used for this study is Chinese Giga-
word Fifth Edition (Parker, Graff, Chen, Kong, & Maeda,
2011), a comprehensive collection of newswire texts in Chi-
nese. Among the eight distinct sources of newswire in the
corpus, seven use simplified Chinese characters, and one uses
traditional Chinese characters. We excluded the traditional
characters (i.e., Central News Agency, Taiwan) because our
language model is trained on simplified Chinese data. Apart
from the difference in orthography, vocabulary for certain
concepts or entities used by news agencies in Taiwan might

be different from the seven other news agencies from main-
land China.

Language model and tokenizer The language model used
in this study is the Chinese Pre-trained Language Model
(CPM), developed by Z. Zhang et al. (2021). We used the
CPM model for the tokenization of texts and the calculation
of surprisals. Neural language models such as this one deliver
surprisal values that are a psychologically relevant for human
language processing (Goodkind & Bicknell, 2018; Wilcox,
Gauthier, Hu, Qian, & Levy, 2020). The models operate over
tokenized versions of text; in the case of the CPM model,
Chinese characters get mapped to numerical tokens (e.g. 中
国 zhōngguó “China” gets mapped to the token 98).

Procedure
Generating a preliminary dataset A text file was gener-
ated by combining all simplified Chinese news from the cor-
pus. For each piece of news, only the main body was kept
while metadata such as headline, date, and time were dis-
carded, and the whole piece was stored as one line. We then
searched through the text file for words that are either the
short or long form of a word pair from the Y. Zhang and Sun
list. Whenever a target word is encountered, an entry was cre-
ated and saved, including 1) the target word, 2) its word form
(i.e., short or long), 3) pre-context (i.e., everything preceding
the word within the piece of news), 4) post-context (i.e., ev-
erything following the word within the piece of news), and 5)
line number. More than 30 million entries were created.

Screening word pairs Based on the preliminary dataset,
we analyzed the frequency of the short and long forms for all
word pairs. Based on these frequencies, a pair was discarded
if:

• either of its short or long form appeared no more than 10
times in the corpus, indicating a lack of productivity, or

• the ratio between the frequency of its short and long form
in the corpus was smaller than 0.1 or larger than 10. This
ensures that neither form is overwhelmingly dominant,
which may mean that the short and long forms are not true
alternatives.

A pair would also be discarded if:

• Either of its short or long form is shared with other pairs.
Otherwise it would be difficult to tell which concept the
word is representing without manually going through the
data.

• Its short form has other meanings that are not shared with
the long form. For example, 乔峰 qiáofēng is the short
form of乔戈里峰 qiáogēlı̌fēng, which is the name of K2,
the second highest mountain on Earth (Wikipedia contribu-
tors, 2023). Meanwhile,乔峰 is also the name of a famous
fictional character. Same as the previous point, there is no
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way to tell which role the word is serving unless the con-
texts are manually checked, which is labor intensive and
may introduce bias.

• Its short form is a substring of its long form. For exam-
ple,国足 guózú is the short form of中国足球队 zhōngguó
zúqiú duı̀ “Chinese soccer team”. However, since the short
form exactly matches the 2nd and 3rd character of the long
form (underlined), whenever a long form is encountered,
the short form is inevitably encountered. In contrast, the
word pair of 人口所 rénkǒusuǒ and 人口研究所 rénkǒu
yánjiūsuǒ “Institute of Population Research” is acceptable,
since the short form matches the 1st, 2nd and 5th character
of the long form (underlined), not a continuous substring.

Another case where a word pair was discarded is if either its
short of long form has Unicode-related tokenization artefacts.

After the screening, 1418 word pairs were left.

Cleaning the preliminary dataset Since the word pairs are
downsized, the preliminary dataset was downsized accord-
ingly. Entries with target words in the discarded word pairs
were deleted.

In addition, entries with empty pre-context and/or post-
context were deleted, as the CPM language model only cal-
culates surprisals starting from the second token. For an en-
try with empty pre-context, the target word will appear at the
very beginning, so CPM will not be able to calculate its sur-
prisal.

We also wanted to make sure that the token(s) of the target
word stay(s) the same when the word is tokenized in context
and independently out of context. For example, when tok-
enized independently, the token for国企 guóqı̌ “state-owned
enterprise” has token ID 8038. When it appears in the phrase
中国企业 zhōngguó qı̌yè “Chinese enterprise”, the tokeniza-
tion of the target word following its pre-context changes to

中国 企
98 5390

where the independent token of 国企 (i.e., 8038) does not
show up, suggesting that the concept of “state-owned enter-
prise” is not in the entry. Such entries with inconsistent tok-
enization were then discarded.

Selecting a sample dataset for calculation As the size of
the remaining dataset was still fairly large (≈20GB), a sample
was selected for the ease of computation. From the remaining
word pairs, 100 were randomly selected with one criterion:
their short and long forms should each have no fewer than 100
occurrences in the remaining dataset. Then, for each word,
50 entries were randomly selected. A total of 10,000 entries
were selected.

For each entry, the surprisal of the concept will be cal-
culated, meaning adding up the surprisal of the short form
and the surprisal of the long form given the same pre-context.
With this consideration in mind, the tokenization of the pre-
context should stay the same when substituting the target

word with its alternative form. If the pre-context tokeniza-
tion changed, the entry was substituted with a new entry (if
available). After applying this criterion, 9992 entries were
kept.

Calculating the surprisal of the concepts For each spe-
cific entry, the information available includes: 1) the target
word w, 2) the word form of the target word (short or long),
and 3) the context c, which was limited to a maximum of 200
characters (punctuation included) preceding the target word.
Next, for each datapoint, we need to compute the surprisal
of the concept—the shared meaning of the long and short
form—given the context. The probability of a concept given
a context c is given by

P(concept | c) = P(wshort | c)+P(wlong | c) (1)

which is summing up the probability of the short form given
the context c and the probability of the long form given the
same context. The probabilities of words given contexts are
generated by the CPM language model. If the word is split
into K > 1 tokens w1, . . . ,wK , the probability of the word is
then calculated as:

P(w | c) =
K

∏
k=1

P(wk | c,w1, . . . ,wk−1).

Using these probabilities, we calculated the surprisal of con-
cepts given contexts, − logP(concept | c).

Next, for each concept, we calculate its average surprisal
when appearing as the short form and when appearing as the
long form. If a context precedes the short form, it is labeled
as cshort. If it precedes the long one, it is then labeled as
clong. Adapted from the equation proposed by Piantadosi et
al. (2011) and used in Mahowald et al. (2013), we can calcu-
late the average surprisal of a given concept in the contexts
for short and long forms as:

− 1
N

N

∑
n=1

logP(concept | cshort
n ) (2)

− 1
M

M

∑
m=1

logP(concept | clong
m ), (3)

given a corpus of N short forms for the given concept, and M
long forms for the same concept.

Data analysis Our hypothesis predicts that long forms will
be used in less predictive contexts, so the average estimated
surprisal of a concept should be higher when it appears as the
long form. To see whether the hypothesis is supported by our
data, we first calculated the average estimated concept sur-
prisal according to the form (short vs. long) it appears as. We
will use average concept surprisal as short (Eq. 2) and aver-
age concept surprisal as long (Eq. 3) to refer to these values.

In Figure 1, we plot these two values for each concept,
and connected the two values either with a red line or a blue
one. A red line indicates that the average concept surprisal
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Figure 1: Average estimated surprisal of both long and short form for each of the 100 concepts investigated. For each concept,
there is a solid circle representing the long form and a hollow circle representing the short form. Each pair of circles are
connected by a solid line showing the difference between the surprisal of the two forms (long − short). If the difference is
negative, the line is colored red. Otherwise it is colored blue.

as short is higher than the average concept surprisal as long,
whereas a blue line indicates the opposite. Among the 100
concepts sampled, 63 have a blue line, indicating that the ma-
jority of the long forms tend to have higher surprisal than their
short counterpart, which means that the long forms tend to
contain more information in general. An unpaired t-test was
conducted for each concept to see whether there is a signifi-
cant difference between the average estimated surprisal of the
short and long form at the level of individual concept. Among
the 100 pairs, 35 pairs had reliably positive difference scores
(at p < .05), suggesting that their long forms contain more
information on average than their short forms. In the oppo-
site direction, 14 pairs had reliably negative difference scores,
suggesting that their short forms contain more information on
average.

Table 2 reports the results of a mixed-effects logistic re-
gression model that was fitted to see whether word form
(short vs. long) can be predicted by surprisal of the concept,
with random intercepts and slopes for concept. The average
surprisal for the long forms is 7.09, higher than that of the
short form at 6.51 (β = 0.030, z = 2.399, p < .05), so the
effect of surprisal on determining word length is significant.
A paired t-test conducted on the long and short forms also
indicated a significant difference in their average estimated
surprisal (t = 3.1109, p < .05).

To answer our research question, we can say with confi-
dence that, for Chinese word pairs, the full (long) form gen-
erally contains more information than the abbreviated (short)
form.

Estimate Std. Error z value p value

(Intercept) −0.217 0.085 −2.546 0.011
Surprisal 0.030 0.013 2.399 0.016

Table 2: Summary of fixed effects from a mixed-effects lo-
gistic regression predicting whether a form is long vs. short
as a function of its surprisal in context.

Discussion and future work
In this paper, we applied the method in Piantadosi et al.
(2011) and Mahowald et al. (2013) to investigate whether the
full (long) form of a Chinese word contains more information
than its abbreviated (short) form. We hypothesized that the
full forms contain more information, and the results of our
corpus study provided evidence supporting this hypothesis.
In other words, when the context is more predictive, speakers
are likely to choose the shorter word to maximize efficiency.

While this trend holds generally of our data, there were
some notable exceptions of concepts that behaved in the op-
posite direction of our prediction. After a close examina-
tion of the news materials, we saw that the concept with the
most negative difference score (i.e., with a long form that
on average contained less information than its short form) is
县人民政府 xiànrénmı́n zhèngfǔ “People’s government of
the county” and县府 xiànfǔ. Interestingly, these alternating
forms appear in very different contexts in our data. The short
form usually appears in pieces quoting news from Taiwan,
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where the long form does not, which suggests that these two
forms are not in fact true alternatives. As discussed earlier,
vocabulary might have different meanings in Taiwan, which
is exactly the case for县府, since its corresponding full form
should be be县政府 xiànzhèngfǔ “government of the county”
instead. Verifying the news content in such detail is difficult
for a corpus study, so this word pair was kept in our analysis.
Future work will attempt to filter the news content in more
detail.

As the current experiment was run on a restricted dataset,
the next step will be to run it on the full dataset and see if the
results remain consistent. One difference between the cur-
rent study and the corpus study of Mahowald et al. (2013) is
that the word pairs under investigation here are not limited
to nouns whereas Mahowald et al. (2013) chose to look at
nouns only to avoid the potential effect of syntactic category
on surprisal and word length. As shown in Table 1, abbre-
viation in Chinese can happen to different combinations of
syntactic categories. With around 1,400 word pairs, it will be
interesting to look at groups of these word pairs according to
their syntactic categories and see if the pressure of shortening
words in predictive context is different across the groups.

Another difference is that both Mahowald et al. (2013) and
Li et al. (2019) trained a trigram model for the calculation of
surprisal while in this study a neural language model was used
to calculate surprisal with a context length of up to 200 char-
acters. Our corpus contains news articles and, according to
the writing convention, abbreviations can only be used when
their full form is introduced beforehand. Because of this con-
vention, the longer the context, the more likely the full form
is included in the context of the short form, making the short
form more predictable. We are interested in the potential im-
pact of context length on the results, namely whether similar
results would obtain when context length is shortened so the
long form is less likely to appear in the context of the short
form. Future work will aim to find out whether context length
affects the predictability of the short form, and also whether
context size affects our conclusion that long forms contain
more information.

One additional point to explore is whether the amount a
word shortens (i.e., the difference in number of characters
between long and short forms) correlates with the average in-
formation change between long and short contexts. If disyl-
labic is the most popular designated length for abbreviation,
one potential hypothesis to be tested is that longer words lose
more information content when they are reduced to this ideal
length.

A limitation of the current study and the literature that in-
spired it is that predictability of a word is calculated based on
its preceding context. However, the predictability of a word
can also be affected by words following it, which may be re-
lated to the speaker’s planning (Bell, Brenier, Gregory, Gi-
rand, & Jurafsky, 2009; Harmon & Kapatsinski, 2021; Upad-
hye & Futrell, 2022). To further investigate the possibility
of relying on a word’s backward predictability to predict its

word length, we can calculate the backward surprisal of the
short and long forms using a language model trained back-
wards by reversing the word order in each sentence. We can
then compare if using forward predictability, backward pre-
dictability, or both performs better at predicting word length.
Together, this will allow us to know more about how elasticity
of the Chinese language is utilized to achieve communicative
efficiency.
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